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The aim of this project is to familiarize you with mobile robot control and path planning
techniques. As you know, this is a group project. Pls get in contact with your teammates asap.
You are already familiar with VREP. As such, each team is required to implement their algorithms
first on V-REP. This will speed up your on-robot application. Once the team is done with simulation
part, it will will be possible to schedule a time for practical application on the robot and experiment
with the implementation of the developed algorithms. Finally, we will hold demo hours which all
students are expected to attend where each team will show their results on a new scenairo.

In this project, a differential type mobile robot is required to start from a known position and reach
a known goal position. The control inputs of the robot are τ1 (right wheel motor) and τ2 (left
wheel motor). Pls read the available manual. As the computational resources are limited and the
environment will possibly be dynamic, you are required to use the second approach to APF as
discussed in class. The task success is evaluated according to the following criteria:

• Successful completion without hitting any obstacles.

• Task completion time

• Deviation of final position from the initial position

This means that while the robots move among the obstacles, it tries to minimize the task completion
time and the deviation of final position from as it takes some amount of time for the robot to change
the direction of its motors, you algorithm should compensate for this this delay.

Figure 1: Navigation to a goal location scenario with Minik robot.

Part 1: No obstacles: The robot should reach the goal-position in an obstacle-free environment
(30 pts).

Part 2: Now consider there are a number of obstacles in the environment, but their sizes and
locations are known to the robot before perform the navigation task. You should present an
algorithm that enables the robot to reach the target without colliding any of the given obstacles.
In case of a collision we will allow the robot complete the task, but it will be penalized. (30 pts)

Part 3: In the last part of the project you will also consider obstacles detected by two cameras
of the robot. The obstacles are provided via a ROS message, but only the obstacles within the
30 degrees of field of view of the robot can be detected. Therefore, it is needed to use a kind of
memory and some extra detection movements to ensure not colliding obstacles outside the current
field of view. It should be also noted that the information coming from the camera will only be
reliable within a range of distance and illumination conditions. (40 pts)
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Session Schedule:

We are planning to arrange a number of 2-hours sessions before the demonstrations, but to set
the schedule you should send your available time slots via e-mail. Clearly state if one or more group
member have a final exam or another reasonable excuse for that slot. While choosing your session
hours please be as much as flexible and try to be coordinated with the group which you will share
the same Minik Robot.
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